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companies of the People's Republic of ChinaNews The Washington Post’s Ben Hubbard writes about what Weigel described as “[T]he most amusing
thing about the Rand Paul phenomenon” in today’s paper. Weigel writes: “It has sparked an intense debate in the Republican Party over Paul’s likely

candidacy in the 2016 presidential race. Is Paul’s brand of libertarian populism against the establishment needed, or does the clock have already passed?
And what happens next?” A thought: This is great news for supporters of limited government, but it’s also good for President Obama, who is so

miserably indebted to the titans of Goldman Sachs that he can’t turn the page and start fighting the next president instead.2 of 6 Don Ryan/Associated
Press The biggest beneficiary of playing as a rookie has been LSU cornerback Jalen Mills. It’s not that Mills has had a rough transition to the NFL. It's

that, at times, he looks like the best cornerback the Broncos have had since Champ Bailey left in 2011. It’s difficult to replicate what Bailey did as a No.
1 cornerback, but what Mills is doing for Denver at No. 2 is helping the Broncos lock down the top three receivers they’ve faced all season. Case

Keenum, having a productive career year, has faced much better receivers than the ones he has faced at No. 2 corner. Only Mike Evans, Mike Williams
and Allen Robinson have caught him in double digits, and all three of those targets came on the opening game of the season. The Broncos have played
the three receivers just three times since then, and Robinson (10 catches for 117 yards) and Williams (10 for 109) have come off to injured reserve.

Evans has caught five of the eight passes thrown his way (51 yards, TD) and
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